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The dilemma




Scenario:

John Doe, a PhD student, works intensively on the
theoretical background for his research. He finds a lot of
very interesting articles and books, but they are not
accessible for free. His university provides him with some
access to scientific literature (e.g. acm library and
library of the university itself), but unfortunately lots of
books and articles are not available. His financial
resources are quite constraint, so he can't afford to buy
every book or article. On the other hand, he isn't sure,
whether the literature he found is even suitable for his
research, because title and abstract can be very
misleading.
A friend tells him, that a lot of books are available online
for free. This websites are clearly illegal, because they
enable to download fee required literature for free.
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The dilemma
 Problem

Owner
Student with limited financial resources

 Dilemma

On condition that the financial resources
are very limited:
Should John download the scientific
papers and books for free (i.e. illegal)?
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Stakeholder & Interests
 Researcher





(student)

Progress in own research
Generation of new knowledge
Legality
Support Communalism (CUDOS)
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Stakeholder & Interests
 Researcher



(author)

Acknowledgement / appreciation of the
research community
Distribution of knowledge
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Stakeholder & Interests
 Publisher




Distribution of scientific knowledge
Earning money
Image / Acknowledgement
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Alternative actions


Download (illegaly)
The student would a) bypass access limitations
(which is illegal) or b) support the illegal distribution of
fee required literature.



Not read at all
The student won't have access to relevant literature
and then won't read it at all. His research will be
hindered as well as the distribution of the literature,
so the literature won't get cited.
In this alternative, the knowledge would be only
available to those who can afford to purchase the
literature. This is not in accordance to CUDOS.
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Alternative actions


Buy (but due to the financial constraints just a few
articles / books)

The student can't afford every (probably relevant) literature
and has to choose. A selection by title / abstract can be
misleading and he might spent money on literature that is
not of use for his research. On the other hand, he still won't
have access to relevant literature and then won't read it at
all. His research will be hindered as well as the distribution
of the literature, so the literature won't get cited.
In this alternative, the knowledge would be only available
to those who can afford to purchase the literature. This is
not in accordance to CUDOS.
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Decision
 Publish

for free / Donation

The group decides in favor of the "publish
for free / donation" alternative. That means,
that the publishers makes the articles /
books available for free and the readers
can donate money afterwards if they like.
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Justification for the decision:


According to CUDOS, there is no such thing as intellectual property.
Therefore this solution would support this statement, although the
author will still be acknowledged of course.



The knowledge, as well as the name of the publisher / authors
would be widely spread. Probably even faster and to a bigger
audience. The access would be easier for everyone if the literature
is published on the Internet (for free).



The research progress for students with constraint financial
resources won't be hindered.



The generation of new knowledge will be supported, since the
researcher student has access to all the literature he needs.



Since the literature is available for free, no law breaking occurs.
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Risks in the decision:


Note that the decision does not belongs to the
alternative actions available for the problem owner
at the current moment, but it is a solution to be
adopted by the scientific comunity in order to
eliminate the dilemma in the long run.



That no one or only a few readers will donate
afterwards.



The quality might be undervalued.



The need for publishers might extinct, which could
result in the loss of their jobs.
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Résumé


OLE







might help to get started with the analysis
more appropriate for the development of a
product / service than for solving a dilemma like
ours
Doesn‘t support structured analysis or overview

HT




helps to clear the mind and structure thoughts
and opinions
helps to identify relevant aspects of dilemma
(stakeholder, values, interests)
Useful for preparation before performing AT
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Résumé


AT








helps to identify relevant aspects of dilemma
(stakeholder, values, interests, alternative solutions)
helps to structure the dilemma
helps to get an overview (if number of alternatives
and stakeholders is not too big)
helps to change the perspective
helps to free oneself from own opinion / emotions /
beliefs
Doesn‘t support to identify and specify different
solutions in detail (constraints and conditions)
Making a decision remains difficult!

